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Abstract
In this work, we theoretically find that coherent perfect absorption (CPA) and lasermodes can be
realized in a two-dimensional cylindrical structure composed of conjugatemetamaterials (CMs). The
required phase factors of CMs for achieving CPA and lasermodes are determined by the geometric
size of theCMcylinder, which is a unique feature comparedwith other non-Hermitian optical
systems. Based on this property, we also demonstrate that CPA and lasermodes can exist
simultaneously in aCMcylinder with an extremely large size, where the excitations of CPA and laser
modes depend on the angularmomentumof coherent incident light. Therefore, comparedwith the
well knownparity time symmetry, ourwork opens up a brand-new path to obtainingCPA and laser
modes, and is a significant advance in non-Hermitian optical systems.

1. Introduction

In an optical cavity systemwith gainmedia [1], when light amplification reaches a threshold value (i.e., when
lasermodes are excited), coherent electromagnetic (EM) radiation can be emitted from the cavity. In contrast, as
the time-reversed counterpart of lasermodes, coherent perfect absorption (CPA) [2, 3] (fully absorbing
incoming coherent waves)was proposed by reversing the gainmediawith absorption (loss) one in the same
optical cavity system. Furthermore, by applying the concept of parity-time (PT) symmetry into optics [4–10],
CPA and lasermodes [11, 12]have been realized in non-Hermitian optical systems, where themodulated loss
and gain are balanced n r n r *- =( ( ) ( ) ) in artificialmaterials. Such PT-symmetric CPA and lasermodeswere
experimentally demonstrated in a single cavity [13]. CPAhas beenwidely investigated inmany domains, such as
thinfilms [14, 15], metasurfaces [16], and surface plasmons [17]. In particular, the concept of CPAhas been
extended to two-dimensional cylindrical structures [18–20], where incident waves with angularmomenta can
be totally absorbed.However, to the best of our knowledge, CPA and lasermodes, especially for obtainingCPA
and lasermodes simultaneously, have not been investigated in two-dimensional cylindrical structures.
Therefore, a newmechanism to realize CPA and lasermodes in two-dimensional scale is worth seeking.

On the other hand,metamaterials (including planarmetasurfaces), composed of engineered units in
subwavelength scale, allow the control of wave dynamics in optics [21–23], yet oftenwith intrinsic losses.
Nevertheless, we canflexibly construct non-Hermitianmetamaterials with gain or loss, hencewith new
interesting optical phenomena, such as gain–loss induced stable surfacewaves [24]. Recently conjugate
metamaterials (CMs) x x*e m=( ( ) ( )) [25], as a kind of non-Hermitianmetamaterials [26], which involve
optical loss and gain simultaneously but possess purely real refractive indexes [27], have been studied extensively
[28–31]. Suchmedia exhibit special optical features. For example, they are either positive indexmedia or
negative indexmedia, depending on complex angles (or phase factors) of thematerial parameters [25]. In
addition, they can amplify evanescent waves and serve as a lenswith subwavelength resolution [25]. Particularly,
as a brand-newmechanism distincts fromPT symmetry, CMswith a purely imaginary form [28] have been
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demonstrated to realize CPA and lasermodes simultaneously in a comprehensive way beyond normal incidence
[29, 30].Moreover, based onCPA and lasermodes in purely imaginarymetamaterials (PIMs) [31], perfectly
bidirectional negative refraction can be realized by utilizing such a pair of PIM slabs, which is a breakthrough to
the unidirectional limit in PT symmetric systems. Therefore, theseworks [28–31] also provide alternative
evidence that PT-symmetry is not necessary condition for achieving the coexistence of CPA and lasermodes,
which has been indicated in [32, 33].

Inspired by these results, in this workwe introduceCMs to explore theCPA and lasermodes in two-
dimensional cylindrical structures.Wefind that in aCMcylinder, CPA and lasermodes can be realizedwhen the
requiredmaterial properties of CMs are satisfied.More interestingly, as a unique feature comparedwith other
non-Hermitian optical systems, the required phase factors of CMs for obtainingCPA and lasermodes are
determined by the geometric size of the CMcylinder. Based on this property, we alsofind that CPA and laser
modes can coexist in a CMcylinder with an extremely large size, where the excitation of CPA and lasermodes
depends on the angularmomentumof incident wave. Therefore, based on the brand-new non-Hermitian
systems, i.e., CMs, the simultaneous realization of CPA and lasermodes, which is previously limited in the PT
symmetric layered systems [11–13], is extended to cylindrical systems for the first time. Such a concept of
obtainingCPA and lasermodes simultaneously in cylindrical structures is significant andworthy of exploring in
other non-Hermitian optical systems.

2. Theory andmodel for CPA and lasermodes inCMcylinder

Firstly, let us consider a simple scenario shown infigure 1, where an infinite CMcylinder (green region)with its
axis along z direction is embedded in air. Its radius isR1, and the EMparameters of CMs are given as

n nexp i , exp i ,1 CM 1 CMe a m a= = -( ) ( ) where nCM and 0,a pÎ ( ) are the amplitude and phase factor of
CMs respectively. Although theCMs are conventionalmaterials from the view of refractive index, the loss and
gain are included inCMs simultaneously. Hence, CPA and lasermodes in principlemight be obtained in theCM
cylinder for incident waveswith angularmomenta. For example, if the incident wave illuminates theCM
cylinder, andwhen the loss takes effect, CPAmodes can be achievedwithout any scatteringwave (see
figure 1(a)). On the contrary, when the gain is dominant, lasermodes can be obtainedwith intense outgoing
wave (seefigure 1(b)). To verify the above assumptions, we explore these results by analyzing thefield
distributions of the proposed structure infigure 1.Here the transversemagnetic (TM)withmagnetic field in the
z-direction is considered; for the transverse electric (TE)wave, the inverse results can be obtained due to the
symmetry ofMaxwell’s equations as well as the time reversal symmetry of CMparameters. For TMwave, the
totalmagnetic field outside the cylinder, is composed of two parts: the incident wave (with theHankel functions
of the second kind) and the scatteredwave (with theHankel functions of the first kind), i.e.,

H z H k r m S H k r m r Rexp i exp i , , 1
m

m m mtotal
2

0
1

0 1å q q= +
=-¥

+¥
ˆ [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )( ) ( )

where k 20 0p l= is wavevector in air, 0l is the vacuumwavelength,m is the order ofHankel functions, and Sm

are the scattering coefficients. Inside the cylinder r R ,1<( ) themagnetic field is expressed as,

H z a J k r m r Rexp i , 0 , 2m minside 1 1å q= < <
-¥

+¥
ˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Figure 1.The schematic diagrams of obtainingCPAmodes (a) and lasermodes (b) in a CMcylinder by considering the incident wave
with angularmomentum.
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where Jm ⋅( ) is the Bessel functions, am are coefficients to be determined, and k k n k1 0 1 1 CM 0e m= = is a real
wavevector in the cylinder. Bymatching the boundary conditions, we can get the scattering coefficient for each
order,

S
k J k R H k R k J k R H k R

k J k R H k R k J k R H k R
, 3m

m m m m

m m m m

1 1 1
2

0 1 1 0 1 1
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0 1 1 1 1
1

0 1

e
e
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¢ - ¢

¢ - ¢
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

where Jm¢ ⋅( ) Hm¢ ⋅( ( )) is the first-order derivative of the Bessel (Hankel) functions. Commonly S 0m = indicates
CPAmodes, while Sm  ¥ leads to lasermodes. Based on equation (3), the conditions for obtainingCPA and
lasermodes can be further given as,

C V

C V

, laser ,

, CPA , 4

m m

m m

1

2

h

h

=

=

( )
( ) ( )

( )

( )

where C H k R H k Rm m m
1 1

0 1
1

0 1= ¢( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) is the purely scattering information associatedwith laser
effect,C H k R H k Rm m m

2 2
0 1

2
0 1= ¢( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) is solely the portion of incident waves in vacuumcorresponding toCPA

effect,V J n k R J n k Rm m mCM 0 1 CM 0 1= ¢( ) ( ) is related to the cavitymode oscillation inside theCMcylinder, and
k k exp iCM 0 1h e a= = ( ) is the complex relative impedance between air and theCMs.

It is noted that both terms Cm
1( ) and Cm

2( ) are complex numbers, which are only determined by the cylinder
sizeR1 for afixedworking frequency. To illustrate these two quantitiesmore clearly, we re-express them as
C exp im m m

1 1 1x f= ( )( ) ( ) ( ) and C exp i ,m m m
2 2 2x f= ( )( ) ( ) ( ) respectively. Figure 2 shows the relationship between

C Cm m
1 2( )( ) ( ) and the radiusR1. Obviously infigure 2(a), both Cm

1( ) and Cm
2( ) have the same amplitude, i.e.,

.m m m
1 2x x x= =( ) ( ) For their phases as shown infigure 2(b), m

1f( ) is always negative, located in the region of

, 0.5 ;m
1f p pÎ - -[ ]( )

m
2f( ) is always positive, located in the region of 0.5 , ;m

2f p pÎ [ ]( ) meanwhile .m m
1 2f f= -( ) ( )

Therefore for afixed geometry size, Cm
1( ) and Cm

2( ) share the same amplitude, yet with opposite phase. In this way,
equation (4) can be further written as,

k R V n k R

k R V n k R

exp i exp i , laser ,

exp i exp i , CPA . 5

m m m

m m m

0 1
1

CM 0 1

0 1
2
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Here the termVm is a real number ranging fromminus infinity to plus infinity, that isV , .m Î -¥ ¥( ) With
these, equation (5) can bemet by adjusting the properties of CMs, i.e., a and n .CM After simple analysis, there are
four situations for obtainingCPA and lasermodes, with the corresponding phases defined as Ca and La
respectively. (i) 0L m

1a f= <( ) andVm mx= for laser; 0C m
2a f= >( ) andVm mx= for CPA. In this case,

,L Ca a= - and both laser andCPA effect share the same index n .CM (ii) 0L m
1a p f= + >( ) andVm mx= - for

laser; 0C m
2a f= >( ) andVm mx= for CPA. In this case, ,L Ca a p+ = and both laser andCPAhappen at

different index n .CM (iii) 0L m
1a f= <( ) andVm mx= for laser; 0C m m

2 2a p f f p= + = - <( ) ( ) andVm mx= -
for CPA. Accordingly, L Ca a p+ = - and both laser andCPA effect occur at different n .CM (iv)

0L m
1a p f= + >( ) andVm mx= - for laser; 0C m m

2 2a p f f p= + = - <( ) ( ) andVm mx= - for CPA.
Accordingly, L Ca a= - and both laser andCPA effect occur at the same n .CM Therefore, independent of the
conditions, the phase factors of CMs for obtainingCPA and lasermodes are only determined by the geometric
size of theCMcylinder.

Figure 2. (a)The amplitude mx of Cm
1( ) and Cm

2( ) versus the radius R1 of theCMcylinder. The black, blue and red curves are for the
correspondingmodes form=0, 1 and 2 respectively. (b)The phase mf of Cm

1( ) and Cm
2( ) versus the radius R1 of theCMcylinder. The

black, blue and red curves are the correspondingmodes form=0, 1 and 2, respectively, yet with m
1f( ) in dashed and m

2f( ) in solid.
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3. CPA and lasermodes under different conditions

Weconsider CMs of the form n exp i1 CMe a= ( ) and n exp i1 CMm a= -( )with 0, .a pÎ [ ] In this case only the

second situation (i.e., 0L m
1a p f= + >( ) and 0,C m

2a f= >( ) with L Ca a p+ = ) is satisfied for the following
explorations. To verify the above analysis, figure 3 shows the relationship between Sm∣ ∣ and both factors: nCM

and a of CMs in a logarithmic scale, with R 0.251 0l= set as an example. The corresponding results for the
coherent incident wavewith angularmomentumofm=0,m=1 andm=2 are respectively displayed in
figures 3(a)–(c). In each case, for instancem=0, the vanishing Sm aremarked by square frames; the high
amplitude Sm are denoted by circle frames. These vanishing and intense values are related toCPA and laser
modes respectively. Clearly, all CPAmodes happen at the same phasewith 0.5 , ,Ca p pÎ [ ] but at different n .CM

For all lasermodes, they also occur at the same phase with 0,0.5 ,La pÎ [ ] but at different n .CM Meanwhile the
condition L Ca a p+ = is satisfied.More specifically, for them=0 case shown infigure 3(a),
C e0.926 i

0
1 0.59» p-( ) and C e0.926 i

0
2 0.59» p( ) for R 0.25 ,1 0l= leading to V 0.9260 »∣ ∣ for realizingCPA and

lasermodes. Based on equation (5), we can get 0.59Ca p= for all the CPAmodes and 0.41La p= for all the
lasermodes. Similar results can be observed for other cases ofm=1 andm=2 (see figures 3(b) and (c)).
Indeed, the required phase factors for CPA and lasermodes are determined by the geometric size of the CM
cylinders. Therefore, for any coherent incident waves, a CMcylinder with designed geometry size and the proper
EMparameters can perfectly absorb all incident waves without any scattering, or can give rise to the laser
phenomenonwith intense outgoingwaves.

To verify the above analyticalfindings, numerical simulations are carried out by usingCOMSOL
Multiphysics based onfinite elementmethod, with required parameters for CPA and lasermodes indicated in
figure 3. Figures 4(a)–(c) show simulatedmagneticfield patterns, corresponding to three casesm=0, 1 and 2,
respectively. In each case, for examplem=0, the upper plot is the case of CPAmode and the lower one is the
case of lasermode. From the upper field pattern infigure 4(a), the incident wave is totally absorbed in theCM
cylinder without any scattering. Such a result is also confirmed consistently by the energyflowsmarked by the
black arrows. In contrast, from the lower row offield pattern infigure 4(a), the lasermode is excited for the
outgoingwaveswith high amplitude (see the color bar). Such a lasermode is also revealed by the outgoing energy
flows. Fromfigures 4(b) and (c), we can observe similar results for CPA and lasermodes form=1 andm=2.
Therefore, CPA and lasermodes can be realized in theCMcylinder when the required parameters of CMs are
satisfied. It needs tomention that from the above analysis bothCPA and laser effects actually happen in different
CMs, i.e., oneCMmedium supports CPA,while another one is for laser.

4. The coexistence of CPA and lasermodes

Nowwewill discuss a special case inwhich aCMmedium can support CPA and laser simultaneously. As shown
infigure 2, R1 0l  ¥ leads to 1,mx  0.5m

1f p -( ) and 0.5 .m
2f p( ) Because the radius of CMcylinder is

much larger than theworkingwavelength, it approaches the geometric optics limit. In this case, when the
required phases are applied in the second case (i.e., L Ca a p+ = ), we have 0.5 .L Ca a p= = In this way, the
studiedCMbecomes ni1 CMe = and ni ,1 CMm = - which is a special CMs, i.e., PIM [28, 31]. Tomatch the
amplitude 1mx = for CPA and lasermodes, the following conditions should bemet, i.e.,V 1m = - for laser

Figure 3.The scattering coefficients Sm∣ ∣ versus the amplitude n ,CM the phase factor a of CMs in a logarithmic scale. (a)m=0; (b)
m=1; (c)m=2. In plots, the white regionsmean that the values are beyond color bar. In all calculations R 0.25 .1 0l=
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mode andV 1m = for CPAmode. It is noted that for a fixedworking frequency, themode states
V J Jm m mr r= ¢( ) ( ) n k RCM 0 1r =( ) is a function of the index nCM of theCMs and the cylindrical geometry,
which reduces to the following formula for R ,1 0l  ¥

V
m

m

tan 4 , even ,

cot 4 , odd .
6m r

r p
r p

=
- =

- - =

⎧⎨⎩( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

/

/

These formulas tell us that the termV ,m related to the cavitymode oscillations, possesses identical properties
for the incident waveswith the same parity, i.e., they share the same resonance conditions for all even/odd

Figure 4.The simulatedmagneticfield patterns of CPAmode (upper plots) and lasermode (lower plots) for the incident wavewith
angularmomentum. (a)m=0. For CPA, n 1.96CM » and 0.59 ;Ca p= for laser n 0.95CM » and 0.41 .La p» (b)m=1. ForCPA,
n 0.534CM » and 0.63 ;Ca p» for laser, n 1.857CM » and 0.37 .La p» (c)m=2. ForCPA, n 1.09CM » and 0.81 ;Ca p» for laser,
n 2.648CM » and 0.19 .La p» Here R 0.25 .1 0l=

Figure 5. (a)Themode state Vm versus the amplitude nCM of CMs. The black solid, blue solid, red dashed, and green dashed curves are
the correspondingmodes form=0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. (b)The scattering coefficient Sm∣ ∣ versus the amplitude nCM of CMs. The
black solid, blue solid, red dashed, and green dashed curves are the correspondingmodes form=0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In all
analysis, 0.5a p= and R 100 .1 0l=
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modes. The result ofVm versus nCM is shown infigure 5(a), wherewe set R 1001 0l= to approach the condition
of R .1 0l  ¥ For even orders, for examplem=0 and 2, both curves are coincident; for odd orders (for
examplem=1 and 3), both curves are also coincided. Concerning CPA and lasermodes, equation (6) indicates
two different cases. One is that whenV 1m odd r == ( ) is obtained by adjusting the index n ,CM the CPA effect
happens for any incident wavewith odd orderm; meanwhile,V 1m even r = -= ( ) is spontaneously satisfied,
implying that the laser effect takes place for any incident wavewith even order (e.g., see the case of n 1.0975CM =
infigure 5(a)). Another case is that whenV 1m even r == ( ) ismet, the CPA effect happens for any incident wave
with even orderm; accordingly,V 1m odd r = -= ( ) is spontaneously satisfied, resulting in lasermodes for any
incident wavewith the odd order (e.g., see the case of n 1.1CM = in figure 5(a)). To illustrate this point clearly, we
display the relationship between Sm∣ ∣ and nCM shown infigure 5(b). For the evenmodes, e.g.,m=0 (the black
solid curve) andm=2 (the red dashed curve), CPAmodes will happen at n 1.1;CM @ while for oddmodes e.g.,
m=1 (the blue solid curve) andm=3 (the green dashed curve), lasermodes also take place at n 1.1.CM @
Likewise, for the case of n 1.0975,CM @ CPAmodes can happen for oddmodes, while lasermodes can occur for
evenmodes. Therefore, CPA and lasermodes can function simultaneously in such an extreme case, where the
excitations of CPA and lasermodes depend on the parity of the angularmomenta of the incident coherent waves.
To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel feature that has not been reported in othermedia or optical systems
including PT symmetric configurations.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that by applying the concept of CMs into a two-dimensional cylindrical structure,
CPA and lasermodes can be realized by employing incident waveswith specific angularmomenta. In particular,
a unique feature different fromother non-Hermitian optical systems is that the required phase factors of CMs
for obtainingCPA and lasermodes are dependent on the geometric radius of the CMcylinder.We also
analytically found that CPA and lasermodes can coexist in a PIMcylinder within the geometric optics limit (i.e.,
larger geometric size). It seems that the coexistence of CPA and lasermodes in a single cylinder with extreme
profiles is not implementedwith ease. As a compromise, such a problem can bewell solved by using core–shell
cylindrical structures.

As loss and gainmedia are simultaneously included in uniformmedia, CMs remain challenging to realize in
practice via currentmetamaterial technique, but are still possible. Recently, two schemes [29, 30] to realize
materials with properties similar toCMshave been proposed in theory. For instance, by utilizing PT-symmetric
metasurface configuration [29], where the loss and gain are individually distributed in different layers, CMs can
be effectivelymimicked.Moreover, on basis of the effectivemedium theory, a partial of CMs can be theoretically
designed by employing photonic crystal of core–shell rodswith loss and gainmedia [30]. Another possible
solution is inserting a series of subwavelength 3Dparticles or 2D cylindersmade of gain dielectricmedia in a
lossy backgroundmedium. For instance, in a 2D composite structure composed of a lossy epsilon-near-zero
mediumwith a gain-dielectric cylinder, an effective permeability with negative imaginary part (gain) [34] can be
designed via the resonance of cavitymodes. Therefore, by adjusting parameters of the geometry andmaterials,
onemight even realize aCMwith near zero index.

In this workCMswere investigated in a narrow band of frequencies, but in fact they should have strong
dispersion. Based on the broadbandCPA applications in previousworks [35, 36], similar feature for CMs (e.g.,
broadbandCPA-lasermodes) is also anticipated. In principle, similar analysis could be implemented in 3D
spherical structuresmade of CMs by replacing Bessel andHankel functionswith their spherical analogs [37].
Therefore,more fantastic optical properties of CMs in 2Dor 3D structure remain open to explorations, such as
multi-channel CPA,multi-channel laser, and evenmulti-channel CPA-laser in amulti-layered cylindrical/
spherical CM structure, which has potential applications in particle probing, optical commutations and
ultrasensitive detection or sensing.
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